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Our next meeting will be on
5/10/2016.
At
The woodworkers Guild Hall
Located at the rear of
the Alexandra timber tramway &
Museum, 7.30 p.m. start.
Theme for the next meeting is something you have made or
something interesting.
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Unfortunately there is no report from Bob this month
as he is having a short stint in hospital trying to get rid
of a nasty bug that has developed into Pneumonia.
Get well soon mate, we all miss you. (lol)
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In the slightly altered words of John F. Kennedy
“Ask not what your Club can do for you But what can you
do for your club”
This is a very important sentiment Currently, as
there are many things to get done for our upcoming show
ETC. All and any help is valuable so please see what you
can do.
Here’s one for you. The club needs someone to take on
the task of Controller of grants and applications. This
could be anyone with the appropriate skills to get this job
done, it may be a member, or someone from outside our
organisation. Please have a think about this and put forward any suggestions to the committee.
For those of you interested in linguistics:
Completed or Finished?
No dictionary has ever been able to satisfactorily define the difference between
"complete" and "finished." However, during a recent linguistic conference, held in
London , England , and attended by some of the best linguists in the world, Samsundar Balgobin, a Guyanese linguist, was the presenter when he was asked to make
that very distinction. The question put to him by a colleague in the erudite audience
was this:
Some say there is no difference between ˜complete" and ˜finished" Please explain the difference in a way that is easy to understand.

Mr. Balgobin's response: "When you marry the right woman, you are ˜complete"
If you marry the wrong woman, you are ˜finished." And, if the right one catches you
with the wrong one, you are ˜completely finished."
His answer received a five minute standing ovation.
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What’s coming up…….
Timber & Working with wood show.
Is on at the Caulfield race course on the 9th. To 10th. September.
Details are available on their web site, just Google council of woodwork clubs and you will see all the information…...
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What’s coming up continued.

Instead of the usual barbeque, Ann
McDonald and Cathy Baldwin have offered
to cater a sit down Christmas dinner in
December for us to be held at the horse
race club rooms. As it gets closer I will pass
on more detail, dates ETC.
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SHOW AND TELL FOR SEPTEMBER 2016
A trio of “lidded boxes” that were
created in a class run by
Ken Wraight. The willing students
were Barry Cleary, Norm McDonald
and Michael Baldwin……..
Made from Myrtle with Desert Oak.

Our youngest member Jaxon Carlton
was able to make it along and show
his “Specimen vase” complete with a
“Specimen of Patterson's Curse “

Ken Wraight brought along a
couple of his earlier pieces. The
one inspired by “A space odyssey is made from a red mallee
burl with some ancient kanuka
finials. The other box I believe to
be of similar woods.
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SHOW AND TELL FOR SEPTEMBER 2016

Colin Jones brought along a
beautiful jewellery box
made from New Guinea
Rosewood and Blackwood.
Sat upon a table constructed from Australian Cedar.

Two breadboards of a
Different design from
Murray Richards, one from Blackwood, Jarrah and Vic. Ash, the other
from Jarrah and Oak.
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Spotlight on you…..
Barry Cleary…..
Barry has been a member

Of the guild for approx.
Three years and has become
An integral contributor of
The club. His basic reason for being here
is to educate himself about his lathe
work and of course the mateship that
comes from being involved. He has a
small but workable workshop at home
with a lathe, drop saw and a grinder. He
keeps most of what he makes but gives
some away. (heavily into club projects
though) Interests outside of the club include gardening with “Bonsai” high on
the list. His favourite pieces are a clock
and an olive stump turned into a vase.
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ALEXANDRA COMMUNITY SHED/EILDON AND DISTRICT
WOODWORKERS GUILD Inc
Minutes of General Meeting Wednesday 14th September 20-16

Meeting opened at 7-35 pm by Robert Carroll

Welcome. Karren Carlton.

Present: Max, Bob, Norm, Nigel, Joe, John Z, Steve, Barry, Michael S, Michael B, Murray, Denise, Colin, Jaxon, Ken, Brian, Karine, John H, Eyrin, James, Alastair.

Apologies: Laurie, Geoff, Rob Chaffe, Ernie, Clarrie and Dot, Jim, George, Paul, Rod.

Motion that apologies be accepted: Moved by Nigel seconded by John Z

Carried

SHOW AND TELL: Your latest work or anything of interest. Host Alistair Mason with Michael B penciling.

Minutes of last meeting sent to all members—all should have received and read them.
Moved that Minutes be accepted by John Z Seconded by Barry- Carried.

Business arising from minutes

1.
CEACA IN house training - Finished and there will be three members doing a chain saw certificate with CEACA (Bob).
When CEACA have a course going

2.

Warratina Lavender Farm (This one to reports)

3.

Don’t forget last news letter P&A Show in November

4.

Ernie and wood work teacher at AHS

5.

NEW Golf Club? (See last news letter)

6.

Land and new shed - (this one to general business) also see last newsletter

7.

Open gardens 22-23 October - Read the last two news letters or talk to Colin Jones.

.
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8.
VicForests RE logs - this is still on going. Jim Anderson is keeping an eye on this one Jim said that there is some mountain ash available and that he has spoken to one of the contractors, Mick Johnston and when the weather gets drier we will get
some logs. Not only is it too wet in the bush it is too wet here.

9.

Organising our Bash (To General business) Fair bit about this in last news letter.

10.
The making of Angels This one on the way - a couple of members have hopped in and produced some. Barry Ernie and
Clarrie
11.
Don’t forget the trip to Werribee September 22nd - we need about another six members to fill the bus (discuss this one
now: costs etc and who pays)
Organise bus now. This is how it will be run - $20 from each member who goes to pay for bus Entry into the liberator $5. After
all have seen the exhibition then on to somewhere for lunch. For lunch we go “Dutch”. Or bring your own. Bob and Michael to
organise bus. Michael will be the driver.
12.
Christmas Lunch ok for Sunday 11th December? More on this later in the year. After discussion the consensus is yes
Lunch will be 12-12-30pm, be there any where between 11am and 12pm( bring your own drinks) and bring your best work for
the year. The venue is the John O’Brien Pavilion, Alexandra race course. Cathy Baldwin and Anne McDonald will be catering
and they might need some help to organize this closer to the event. Bob then said because we donated funds to send the Flowerdale Mens Shed Choir to Ireland to perform they will come along to our break up on 11 th and sing for us. They were adamant
that they will bring their own lunch. (Be good to see all members there)

Correspondence In: Letters and Emails
Letter and dodgers from Equip 4 life and program. (Deal with this one now) General consensus is that because we have so
much on at the moment is that we should put it off until after our show. MM to keep following this one up
Letter and invite to be involved with Cittaslow/Yea show 26th November and to take part in traditional Skills Fair. (Deal with this
one also). General consensus again is that we did not get enough notice and that we have too much on at the moment (maybe
next year) MM to advise them of the Guild’s situation.

Letter and donation from Charlie Brodie, Longtime member who is now an Honorary Member - MM will read this one. Done

•

Email from Jim Anderson re the sawing of the red box logs Jim gave a report on the situation. All is in hand.
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Down Under Turn Around entry forms for twentyfirst Annual Woodturning weekend at Cowes, 8-10 September 2017 – MUST
BE ENTERED NOW AS ENTRIES FILLING FAST

Email from Sandy Keath, Shire, re community-shade-grant – eligibility criteria printed out for discussion by Committee (info on
table for those interested to read and input)

Email from Sandy Keath re FRRR’s small grants for Rural Communities – Round 30 now open

Email from Sandy Keath re The Neighborhood Project

We need a member to be an official grants getter. (Any member please)

Email from Jeni Mitchell asking if we want the Seymour Spinners at our bash this year. To advise her tomorrow if possible. MM
to advise Jenny as soon as possible.
.
Correspondence Out: Letters and Emails
Nil

News letters in:
Ballarat, Bendigo, Benalla, Wangaratta, Woodturners of the Goulburn Valley CWC

Motion that inward correspondence be received and outward correspondence be approved. Moved Murray seconded Norm
Carried.

Treasurer’s report From Geoff Ellis Balance at bank
Opening balance

1-8-16 $9,618

Closing balance

31-8-16 $10,237

Major income $1,595 for Chainsaw Mill
Major Expense - new fence for table saw - Bob said around $400

Report read by Max May
Money in bank at last statement $10,237
Moved by Michael S that Treasurer’s report be accepted. Seconded By Alistair

Other Reports Nil (all asleep)
Moved by

that reports be received seconded By

Carried.
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Carried.

General Business
1.
Our bash Sat 8th to Sat 16th October 2016. Joe said should we start calling it Wood Show not “bash”? Bob said it is not
the bash anymore but it will be the Annual Wood Show.Or Craft Show. Bob asked for a report from Norm and Karine. Norm
said that people will find signs on the outskirts of the town plus one in the shop, and the shearing shed. The window display
has happened with handouts in the shearing shed and Visitor Information Centre. David Dimich has agreed that we will have
one and we can hand them out at the Swap Meet. Norm spoke with Cindy Ferguson and she said she would work with us. One
already on the community noticeboard. Barry has been touting for sponsorship and so far has yielded $100 voucher from Mt
Pleasant Hotel, Landmark Emblings, Mensland.

Karine said that with items for sale they need to be tagged and listed before the event. List the price you want for it and remember we are taking 12% of your asking price to cover costs – that is basically the commission. If for instance like Ernie who
will have 60 ducks, he will mark one individually and we will mark how many are sold and initial sale then the date. Tally at the
bottom and everything goes into Guild account and it will then be dispersed. If you have any items for sale, take a form and
complete, tag your item and get forms back to Karine and we can go from there and display them all. The other thing we have
is a roster for every day and there is not one day that is not covered starting from 10 am to 4pm and run two shifts – 10 to 1, 1
to 4. Put your name for whatever suits you and Karine will talk with you. We will have three lathes and if you want to operate
a lathe and have certain days you would prefer, again let Karine know. We have other demonstrators – Ken has volunteered
for Wednesday and Saturday. Shepparton Club may have 15 members come over on Saturday. On those days we will have no
other lathes running. Audio impossible at this stage.

If you have items you would like to donate so that the Club gets the money, bring them in over the next couple of weeks.

Karine is talking about raffles but impossible to hear – all talking at once and banging.

Karine asked whether Jaxon would like to work on a lathe on a Saturday. Bob thanked all who helped clean up shop.

Norm said that there will be a sausage sizzle on the first Saturday. John will cook and we will probably need assistance on that
day. If we are manning swap meet as well we will need a good crowd on the first Saturday – the barbecue and setting up and
any other problems etc. Norm suggested about the codes – don’t put numerical codes – use your initials with a number. It is
more effective.

2.
Rotary Swap Meet – we should attend and hand out fliers about our bash. Any volunteers please. Date for Swap Meet
to be confirmed.
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3.
Window space available at Rustic Simplicity as from this Thursday 15 September. We need all sorts of work from members for display. Very good opportunity. Bob spoke with Cindy who only wants a little bit of woodwork. Any other small pieces like those boxes made under Ken’s tuition, pens, bread board etc would be ideal. Remember this work (which you don’t
want to sell) will be in Rustic Simplicity for the whole of our wood show.

4.
Quick discussion re next meeting moving it back one week to 5 October so that it does not clash with our bash and we
can become totally organized!!! All in favour. Take note – it will be 5 October, first Wednesday of month.

5.
Set up a working bee to tidy up outside grass. Either cut or poison and restack timber etc Maybe do it on a Thursday in
the next three weeks if possible. Leave till after Show.

6.
Warratina Lavender Farm – Norm said that it is fair to say that we are a bit underwhelmed. Murray agreed. No. 1 there
were only two people down there and no. 2 what we thought was going to be a great woodworking show wasn’t quite what
we imagined it was. There was a lot of woodworking. It just appeared that we were the attraction to fill up her café. Then we
put stuff in and we found we had to supply one item for the raffle and spend a day on the door.

7.
Report about lease from Joe - Little bit of a stumbling block, the owners now want us to include another clause about us
getting Council permission to build on the land before they will sign the lease. Initially Joe received an email from them that
they were quite happy with the lease so he proceeded to get lawyers to draw them all up but when Joe spoke with Bruce today
he said no that he was a bit concerned that there was no out clause if we don’t get a permit to build on the block. It is stopped
at this stage until Joe goes back to the lawyers to get a clause that if we don’t get building permission we don’t get the lease.
Also Bruce wants to squeeze the block that we had allocated down to retain some of the area at the back which is no big problem. Joe has done another drawing compressing things but he has pushed it out a little bit to give us a little bit more room
width wise. But it is very difficult to get to Bruce as he is a very busy man. He even claims he even sleeps in his truck but anyway Joe will get that clause put in the lease which he has already prepared. Bruce did say to contact him but Joe will wait until
he has the extra clause in the lease. Joe asked if Bruce was getting second thoughts but Bruce said no he just wanted to make
sure we were all happy. It is a problem getting both Bruce and Allison together. It is still progressing. Murray said that we
have a Councilor who is in charge of Planning and Development who emailed that there will be no problem. Joe said we did
get put into the lease about what happens down the track if we close down or go broke or for some reason 10-15 years down
the track and what happens to the shed. That has been put into the lease, about 6 paragraphs, that we don’t lose out. We can
sell it, pull it down etc. but that is our property. We
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only have to return the land back to what it was if it gets nasty. At least we now know if we wish to move or close down, that
property remains ours.

Spiral Cutter Head Retro-fits - Down at the Working with Woodshow Murray talked with the fellow with the Spiral Cutter Head
who had quite a display and was doing a brisk business. We talked about our thicknesser and whether it could be retrofitted to
our thicknesser. There is one at Wangaratta who can give us a testimonial and also he says that he has a lot of information that
if we wanted to apply for a grant to cover the cost, he has all of that information. Max has all of the information but has not
processed it yet. Ken said he had bought one of their heads and found it extremely good. It is made in America.

Next meeting: Wednesday 5 Ocfober (see 4 in General Business fonly have to return the land back to what it was if it gets nasty. At least we now know if we wish to move or close down, that property remains ours.

Spiral Cutter Head Retro-fits - Down at the Working with Woodshow Murray talked with the fellow with the Spiral Cutter Head
who had quite a display and was doing a brisk business. We talked about our thicknesser and whether it could be retrofitted to
our thicknesser. There is one at Wangaratta who can give us a testimonial and also he says that he has a lot of information that
if we wanted to apply for a grant to cover the cost, he has all of that information. Max has all of the information but has not
processed it yet. Ken said he had bought one of their heads and found it extremely good. It is made in America.

Next meeting: Wednesday 5 Ocfober (see 4 in General Business for date to be set –
Time 7 pm Talk 7 30 pm Meeting starts

Show and tell for next meeting (theme) – Anything of interest or something you have made.
_
Demo on the night next meeting - Ken (a tentative booking)

Max said we have been lax with demos and Steve has volunteered to show something on mining and explosions on the screen.
Steve asked whether it had to be timber related and suggested that Joe was a possibility on how to make aluminium windows.
Maybe Rod – as a boilermaker. Murray suggested if everyone gave a “days of our lives” segment of their life experiences.
Maybe Clarrie with a talk on timbers or James also.

Meeting closed 8.35
After a cuppa, on with the demo.

Secretary Max May.

Assistant Secretary Denise Blount.

or date to be set –
Time 7 pm Talk 7 30 pm Meeting starts

Show and tell for next meeting (theme) – Anything of interest or something you have made.
_
Demo on the night next meeting - Ken (a tentative booking)

Max said we have been lax with demos and Steve has volunteered to show something on mining and explosions on the screen.
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